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art history scholarship in Japan and East Asia (the English version: http://www.nichibun.
ac.jp/~aurora/pdf/2IsArtHistoryGlobalizable(revisedonJune20)pdf_put.pdf ).
Keywords : globalization, art history, orientalism, primitivism, japonisme, arts and crafts, Shimada Shūjirō, 





















Is Art History Globalizable?  
A Critical Commentary from a Far Eastern Point of View
INAGA Shigemi
“Is Art History Global?” This was the topic taken up at an international seminar held in Cork, 
Ireland in 2005, the proceedings of which were published in 2007 under the title Is Art History 
Global? (New York: Routledge 2007). The author of this paper, who was the only Japanese invited, 
submitted comments to the seminar. This paper provides a version of these comments, translated 
into Japanese and elaborated somewhat from the draft. Today, eight years since the proceedings of 
the symposium was published, the discourse on the “globalization” of art history has begun to 
spread in Japan, but the discussion remains curiously superficial and is generally dismissed as a 
passing fashion. As a result, there is little shared awareness about this issue among specialists in 
Japanese art history and related disciplines.
 Concerning the globalization of art history, this in Japan paper focuses on four areas: 
(1) institutional issues related to the academic field of art history; 
(2) problems with the framework of Japanese art history or East Asian art history; 
(3) issues of scholarly procedures in the field; and 
(4) basic definitions of key terms and the potential for their translation into other languages. The 









The Emperor and the Change of Era Names:  
A Comparison of “Shōwa” and “Heisei” 
SUZUKI Hirohito
This paper analyzes the press conference held by Obuchi Keizō, then chief cabinet secretary, to 
announce the new era name “Heisei,” in order to examine the difference in the position of the 
emperor between the 1889 Constitution of the Empire of Japan (the “Meiji Constitution”) and 
the current Constitution of Japan (1947). Defining the change of eras as the ultimate form of 
temporal domination exercised by the emperors, I extract from the era change to “Heisei” three 
main differences compared to the Meiji Constitution, although the post-World War II constitution 
continues the principle of “one reign-one era name” (issei ichigen) as laid down in the Meiji 
Constitution. (The 1989 era change was the first to take place under the postwar Constitution.) 
The differences are in terms of political implications, “openness,” and the use of the mass media.
 Regarding political implications, the paper shows how the locus of authority to change the 
era name has shifted in contemporary practice from the emperor to the cabinet. In the adoption of 
the Heisei era name, the emperor played no political role. “Openness,” refers here to the holding 
of the press conference, an event demonstrating that the change of eras was open to the public 
under the postwar Constitution. At the time of the era change to “Shōwa” in 1926 no press 
conference was held, with the result that a false report was circulated that the new era name was 
“Kōbun.” Regarding the use of the media, the question is whether the announcer of the new era 
name was conscious of the mass media. In the case of the change to “Shōwa,” the mass media had 
not developed sufficiently for the announcer to be conscious of its use, whereas, by the time of the 
adoption of “Heisei” the media had developed to the point where the chief cabinet secretary, took 
advantage of the “age of television,” and held up a board for viewers displaying the characters 
“Heisei.”
 The paper concludes that the era change to “Shōwa” was the ultimate form of the emperor’s 
temporal domination while the change to “Heisei” was a new form of temporal domination that 
incorporated “visual domination.”
Keywords : emperor and politics, change of eras, era name, the Constitution, power, temporal domination, 
emperor and the media, age of television
IX
論文要旨・SUMMARIES
account of his words and deeds written in a later period, has also been introduced. Such studies, 
however, have suffered from a lack of information. This paper focuses on Kan’a’s collection, the tea 
utensils confirmed to have been made with his involvement as creator or middleman (toritsugi), 
and materials passed down in the Mizoguchi family. Informed by these newly discovered resources, 
including the tea utensil collections of the Matsudaira and Mizoguchi daimyo families, and the 
details they offer about Kan’a, the paper discusses the late-Edo-period chanoyu culture of which 
Kan’a was a part.
 The paper takes up four topics. The first is Kan’a’s association with Matsudaira Fumai and 
Mizoguchi Suitō. Their acquaintance is examined in terms of tea parties and Kan’a’s services as 
middleman in the acquisition of tea utensils. The second concerns the inscriptions on the box 
containing the framed calligraphy by Kōbō Daishi in the collection of the Hōryūji. The box carries 
signatures by Kan’a, his wife Kansei, and their child. His wife and child are also the object of study 
here. The third is the tea gathering held to celebrate Kan’a’s 80th birthday. My recent research 
examines the record (chaki) of this tea party, and discusses the tea implements used at the party as 
described there. The fourth is Kan’a’s occupation as middleman. To clarify what he actually did, 
the paper draws on historical documents of the Mizoguchi family and extant works and sales 
catalogues in the former collection of the family for information about works related to Kan’a.
 Citing mainly newly discovered documents and artifacts relating to Kan’a, this study sheds 
light on a cultural figure who has been inadequately researched until now.
Keywords : connoisseur, toritsugi, Matsudaira Fumai, Mizoguchi Suitō, “tea caddy with peach design,” 













































On Yoshimura Kan’a (1765–1848), Late-Edo Tea Connoisseur
MIYATAKE Yoshiyuki
Yoshimura Kan’a was a leading tea connoisseur of the merchant class (pseudonym “Hakusuian”) 
active in the late Edo period. Kan’a is a familiar character. First, he donated to Tōdaiji the kanjinjō 
letter by the Priest Chōgen (1121–1206), containing the message that after the east pagoda at the 
Tōdaiji was completed he would have a group of boys recite the Lotus Sutra a thousand times 
before the pagoda), and was granted permission by the temple during his lifetime to erect his 
tombstone on the temple grounds. Second, he attended tea parties hosted by Matsudaira Harusato 
(pseudonym Fumai, 1751–1818), 7th lord of Matsue domain, and Mizoguchi Naoaki (Suitō, 
1799–1858), 10th lord of Shibata domain. At the age of eighty, Kan’a had maki-e artist Hara 
Yōyūsai (1769–1845) produce 125 tea caddies with a peach design to present to people as his New 
Year’s gift.
 Previous studies on Kan’a have dealt with the tombstone as well as the tea implements he 
personally made such as tea bowls and scoops. The Hakusuian hikki (Notes on Hakusuian), an 
VII
論文要旨・SUMMARIES
the ryōshu (proprietary lords) and shugo (governors) in Tōtōmi, linkages between the capital and 
the provinces, and conditions relating to the roads connecting them.
 The first part of the study considers the Kira family and its Hamamatsu estate in the latter 
half of the fourteenth century. Returning to the service of the bakufu after the civil unrest during 
the Kannō era (1350–1352), the Kira, allied with the Shiba family, were reinstated in Kyoto and 
also acquired the Hamamatsu domain. During the same period, however, they established relations 
by marriage to the Imagawa family, rivals of the Shiba-led faction. The reason for the new liaison 
was Hamamatsu politics. The Kira, although basing themselves in Kyoto, were the ryōshu of 
Hamamatsu whereas the Imagawa were the shugo of Tōtōmi province. The two families established 
matrimonial ties to strengthen their respective bases.
 The Kira family rule of Hamamatsu started in the fourteenth century, at a time when 
Shingon Buddhism was dominant there. In their attempt to relativize the power of the Shingon 
school, the Kira tried to seize territories controlled by Shingon temples and donate them to the 
Zen school so as to bring Zen influence into Hamamatsu. The attempt ended in failure, partly 
because of the strong Shingon resistance and partly because the Imagawa were uncooperative. The 
Kira family initially pursued a dual diplomatic strategy of alliance with the Shiba in the capital and 
alliance with the Shiba rival Imagawa in Tōtōmi, but the strategy worked negatively for the Kira 
when it tried to introduce Zen, with which the Shiba were closely associated, in a province 
governed by the Imagawa. There were limits to the dual diplomacy.
 The second part of the study deals with the Kira and Hamamatsu in the first half of the 
fifteenth century. During the fifteenth century the Zen school extended its influence and the 
religious milieu in the province changed. One of the main factors here was that the Kira 
successfully established their rule as ryōshu within and beyond Hamamatsu as their relations with 
the Shiba, the new shugo of Tōtōmi province, grew closer and rule of the province stabilized. 
Moreover, unlike in the previous century when the Imagawa had served as shugo, the Kira were 
now allied with the Shiba both in the capital and in the province. The dual diplomacy was no 
longer necessary, and the obstacles to the introduction of Zen to Hamamatsu were no more.
 Based on the above discussion, the paper points to the importance for the ryōshu of alliance 
with shugo and to the influence of provincial affairs on politics in the capital. It also illustrates how 
the spread of Zen from the capital to the provinces did not always go smoothly. These findings 
seek to critique and complement the recent discourse concerning power structures in the 
Muromachi period.




































Ryōshu in Absentia:  
The Kira Family and the Hamamatsu Estate in the Muromachi Period
TANIGUCHI Yūta
This paper examines the Kira family’s rule of Hamamatsu in the province of Tōtōmi (present-day 
Shizuoka prefecture) from the second half of the fourteenth century to the first half of the fifteenth 
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